CSC Meeting Agenda
Date: 11/10/2021

Time: 4:30 - 5:30

Subject: CSC Meeting

Location: Zoom

Chair: Meredith Strumor, 4th grade
teacher

Co-Chair: Steve Farley, Parent

Attendees:
Ken Burdette, Principal

Rhoda Pilmer, Parent

Maggie Bixby, AP

Kristy Lyons, Parent arrived at 4:50

Scott Gacon - Parent

Dawn Mendel, Community
Member

Julia Jackson - Parent

Agenda
1) Introduction and Welcome 4:30
- November 19th no school as directed from the district
- YMCA? Will connect with Adrian tomorrow
- Approved the minutes from the last meeting
2) Questions and Topics to be Discussed from the CSC 4:35
- Football/recess - teachable moments, developmentally appropriate play

-

-

-

Park Hill Library is a bit slow these days - maybe because we are getting out later (DPS
changed our bell schedules because of transportation issues from the district)
- Maybe parents are being a bit cautious
- Overall exhaustion for parents and kids
Bell schedule
- We will be tier 2 next year so probably 8:25 but also may be moved up to 8:15
- Very close or as is next year
Equity work
- DPS modules
- Learning about the why and how from the district
- Black Excellence Committee
- Met quite a bit last winter
- Book Club over the summer
- Some of the road blocks came from support partners from the district
leaving
- Now two groups
- Black Excellence
- Equity and inclusion

3) Overall Update on PHE - 4:45
- 686 total students, still down about 3%
- Fatigue - mask and social emotional
- Connected back to the 19th and having the day off
- 25/26 para professionals in our building - we are lucky
- 2 vacancies - interviewing this week
- We are still looking
- While there some challenges we are also being grateful for our situation
- Quarantine - following DPS and Denver Health which mirrors CDC
- What will happen to the process after the students are fully immunized
- Waiting for guidance both for quarantine and masks
4) Discussion about Lost Learning, Mental Health, and Social Emotional Supports. 5:00
- BESS screener data looks healthier than expected
- Only 3% extremely elevated and a typical year is 5-10%
- DIscussed how the last few years have impacted them both socially and emotionally
- We will Continue to work on these skills during morning meetings, recess, etc.
- Linked back to making healthy choices
Some articles of interest:

https://www.edutopia.org/article/helping-students-reacclimate-being-others-all-day
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/on-parenting/pandemic-parenting-resilience/2021/11/01/b444
18e2-31d8-11ec-9241-aad8e48f01ff_story.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/20/parenting/kids-school-students-coronavirus.html

https://www.chalkbeat.org/2021/9/27/22691601/student-behavior-stress-trauma-return
5) Budget Preview 5:20
- $20,000 carried forward (from 2020/2021 SY to 2021/2022 SY)
- CARES at $50K for next year
- Per pupil funding will stay the same but will change based on inflation, salary raises
- Projections for next year in January
- If needed we can have a conversation about choice in

